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Abstract—In this paper, a serial link design that is capable of
4.8–6.4-Gb/s binary NRZ signaling across 40 of FR4 copper back-
plane traces and two connectors is described. The transmitter fea-
tures a programmable two-tap feed forward equalizer and the re-
ceiver uses an adaptive four-tap decision feedback equalization to
compensate for the losses in the channel at 6.4 Gbps. The trans-
ceiver core is built in LSI’s 0.13- m standard CMOS technology
to be integrated into ASIC designs that require serial links. The
transceiver consumes 310 mW per duplex channel at 1.2 V and
6.4 Gb/s under nominal conditions.

Index Terms—Adaptive equalization, backplane transceiver, de-
cision feedback equalization (DFE), SerDes, serial link.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE speed of serial links across copper backplanes has seen
a steady rise over the past few years. Backplane serial

links need to be able to handle increased channel losses at these
higher speeds while still being capable of supporting legacy
backplanes that were originally designed for 1–3-Gb/s opera-
tion. Advanced equalization techniques are required to remove
intersymbol interference (ISI) due to loss mechanisms in copper
traces drawn on PCBs. The loss mechanisms include those due
to skin effect, dielectric loss, and reflections from impedance
discontinuities. Equalization techniques that provide high fre-
quency boost to compensate for channel losses also boost noise
or crosstalk, which degrades overall performance. Traditional
decision feedback equalization (DFE) architectures have both
feedback and feedforward equalizers in the RX. In order to ease
design and maintain backward compatibility, the feedforward
equalizer is moved to the TX. The transceiver described here has
both transmit (TX) equalization in the form of programmable
de-emphasis filter (FF) and receive (RX) equalization in the
form of DFE to compensate for channel losses. DFE uses clean
decisions of previously received symbols to remove ISI in the
current symbol. Since it does not boost high-frequency noise
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such as crosstalk or wideband noise to equalize the channel, this
technique can be suitable for backplane environments with high
channel count. DFE is vulnerable to error propagation because
an error made during a decision will influence future decisions
through the feedback equalizer. However, the target bit error rate
(BER) in backplane applications is already very low ,
and the degradation due to error propagation is acceptable in
most cases.

The transceiver consists of three building blocks, namely the
TX, RX, and PLL. The purpose of the PLL block is mainly to
serve as a clock multiplier unit (CMU) and to generate multi-
phase clocks that are at nominally at the four-tap (4T) clock rate.
The PLL provides a fixed phase to the RX and TX. The TX seri-
alizes the data using this clock, while the RX uses the PLL clock
as an initial guess for the incoming data phase and frequency.
The exact phase and frequency at the RX is recovered from the
data by a digital clock and data recovery loop architecture.

Each PLL block is capable of driving up to four full du-
plex channels. The multiphase clock is distributed through a
low skew clock tree to each channel. Since the PLL block is
a common block for both TX and RX, it is also an ideal place
for placing shared bias circuits, common circuitry for TX phase
calibration, and at-speed loop back and BiST circuits.

II. ARCHITECTURE

Fig. 1 shows the block diagram of the architecture of the se-
rial data link. It consists of a TX data serializer that uses the
multiphase clocks from the CMU PLL to serialize the data. The
clock phases are calibrated to adjust for phase mismatches be-
fore being used by the serializer. The serialized data is then
passed through the programmable TX filter before being driven
to the output pads. The target jitter at the output of the TX
is 0.3UI including random and deterministic components mea-
sured at a BER level of . After traversing the channel, the
eye at the input of the receiver can be completely closed due
to ISI. At the receiver, the ISI in the data is first cancelled by
the DFE filter and then sliced by the comparators of a 2-b ADC.
The outputs of the ADC (Dk, Ek) are used to drive both the CDR
loop and the digital DFE coefficient adaptation loop as shown
in Fig. 1. The CDR is a dual-loop architecture consisting of the
CMU PLL (loop1) which generates multiphase clocks that are
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of a serial link with programmable TX de-emphasis and adaptive RX equalizer.

Fig. 2. Floor plan of a four-channel full duplex system, showing the PLL,
PLL2, 4TX, 4RX, mini-RX, mini-TX, and the clock tree.

used at each RX by the phase interpolators to produce the recov-
ered clock (loop2). The interpolator is driven by a digital CDR
loop that will be described later.

A modular approach is adopted to facilitate scalable integra-
tion of these blocks into ASIC designs. Fig. 2 shows the floor
plan of a full duplex four-channel subsystem. The design con-
sists of a TX core, RX core, and PLL core, which can then be

used as single channels or assembled into subsystems (such as a
four- or eight-channel duplex system driven by one PLL block)
based on application requirements. The PLL generates four dif-
ferential phases of 4T clocks, with one T separation between the
clocks (where T is the bit-time at full-rate). Both the TX and RX
use these 4T, 4- clocks to serialize and deserialize the data.

The number of FF taps to be used is selected based on the
number of significant precursor ISI samples in the pulse re-
sponse. The measured pulse response for one of the target back-
planes is shown in Fig. 4(a). It shows only one significant sample
of precursor ISI, implying that a two-tap FIR should be suffi-
cient for the feedforward equalizer. Fig. 4(b) shows a plot of
SNR at the slicer input for the target back plane versus the
number of taps employed. On the -axis, the number of feed-
back taps is shown. Each line represents a different number of
taps in the FF equalizer at the TX. As was expected, a significant
improvement occurs when going from one tap to two in the FF
equalizer, but there is virtually no benefit beyond that. Similarly,
while there is significant improvement in SNR as the number of
feedback taps increase, there is diminishing return beyond four
taps. Thus, a compromise between performance and complexity
is made by choosing a two-tap FF de-emphasis filter at the TX
and a four-tap feedback filter at the RX.

Since the TX is far away from the RX and a back channel is
not guaranteed to be available, the TX filter coefficients cannot
be adapted and are only programmable through register settings.
The filter can be register programmed to either act as a precursor
type ( , Type I) or postcursor type ( , Type II)
of de-emphasis. (Here “ ” denotes delayed or previous data,
while “1” denotes present data bit in the serialized bit stream).
Type-II de-emphasis is the traditional method where the signal
amplitude overshoots just after a transition, and then reduces for
longer run lengths. Type-I de-emphasis differs from Type-II in
that the signal undershoots just before the data transition and
then reduces for longer run lengths. Type-I preemphasis effec-
tively removes precursor ISI while Type II removes postcursor
ISI. Since DFE at the RX can only cancel postcursor ISI, a
Type-I FF filter would be more suitable to cancel precursor ISI
at the TX [as an example, Fig. 4(a) shows a pulse response be-
fore and after this type of equalization is performed]. For legacy
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Fig. 3. Block diagram showing the TX core along with the mini-RX block that
is used during loopback BiST and TX calibration. The mini-RX is clocked by
the PLL or PLL2 during different modes.

receivers that operate on open eyes, or those that do not have RX
equalization, a Type-II filter at the TX would be more suitable to
cancel postcursor ISI, as that dominates the loss mechanism in
typical systems. The RX has a four-tap DFE filter with the filter
coefficients being set adaptively by a sign–sign LMS algorithm
[1]. The RX also features a second-order digital CDR loop that
acquires the phase and frequency (up to 200 ppm offset) of
the incoming data.

The TX uses multiphase clocks to serialize data, and, as a re-
sult, any mismatch between the clock phase spacing will trans-
late into periodic deterministic jitter at the TX output. In order
to minimize the impact of this, the TX has phase calibration
logic, which can detect and correct the phase mismatch of the
clocks. The clock phase calibration at the TX is performed once
during power-up and the phase mismatches correction values
are stored digitally. During calibration, the TX serializes fixed
4T patterns, namely 0011, 0110, 1010 (and their complements)
in a specific sequence. Fig. 3 shows a block diagram of the
shared data path between loopback and calibration modes. The
output of TX is looped back to the PLL block, which has a sim-
plified RX called mini-RX to detect the data. This uses the same
path as the TX loopback BiST that is part of the test strategy for
the TX core. During calibration, the mini-RX is clocked with
a scan clock that has a small fixed offset frequency (approxi-
mately 2000 ppm) from the TX serializer. The scan clock is gen-
erated by another PLL (called PLL2) locked to the same crystal
as the CMU. The small offset frequency causes the scan clock
to “walk” across the serialized data stream from the TX. The
output from the mini-RX is digitally averaged to detect the duty
cycle of the pattern. If all serializing phases are ideal, the duty
cycle for every pattern will be exactly 50%. Depending on the
actual duty cycle of each pattern sent from the TX, the phase
mismatch can be detected. Each of the multi-phase TX clocks
pass through a 5-b phase interpolator such that each clock can
be independently adjusted to an accuracy of T/64. The phase in-
terpolators are driven by the digital calibration logic according
to the algorithm described below.

In a four-phase system, we use one of the phases as refer-
ence and make three independent adjustments to get perfectly
aligned phases. The duty cycle is sensitive to different clock

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4. (a) Pulse response measured at the far end near the RX, for a target
backplane for this design. (b) SNR at the slicer input for different numbers of
taps in the feed-forward and feedback equalizers.

phases’ mismatches depending on the data being serialized. For
example, it is assumed that is used to serialize the first
data bit of the 4T pattern, followed by , , and
in that order for each of the remaining 3 b. While the pattern
“0011” is serialized at the TX, the duty cycle is only a func-
tion of the clock phase mismatch between the phases
and . Similarly, the “0110” pattern has sensitivity to mis-
match between and , while the “0101” pattern has
sensitivity to all phases. The calibration is done in three sequen-
tial steps. The are first adjusted to be 180 apart,
and then are adjusted to be 180 apart. Assuming
that the previous steps ensured 180 between and

, the remaining error during the “0101” pattern is
used to correct for mismatch between .

In order to maximize compatibility with most designs, the
RX is ac-coupled on chip after the 50- termination resistors.
This gives flexibility to tolerate any common-mode voltage
at the input of the RX within process limits. It also gives the
freedom to set an optimal common mode at the RX input stage
for best performance independent of line conditions. The data
latches at the RX have offset calibration to remove the input-
referred offset of the latch and thereby improve the sensitivity
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Fig. 5. Block diagrams of the 4:1 serializer, predriver, and pad driver in the TX. The inset also shows the timing diagram for the 4:1 serializer.

of the latch. The offset calibration at the RX is done once during
power-up and the offset correction values are stored digitally.
The input of the data latches consists of a double differential
pair, each being driven by data and an offset DAC, respectively.
The signed 3-b offset DAC generates offset voltages in the range
of 30 mV which can be used to cancel the input-referred
offset of the latch. During calibration, the RX inputs just after
the ac coupling capacitors are shorted to the common-mode
voltage so that external conditions at the RX input pins do not
affect the calibration process. Then the DAC codes are swept
from 7 to 7 while the data are observed at the digital portion
of the chip. When a data transition from 1 to 1 occurs, the
DAC codes represent the input offset of the latch. The values
are digitally stored and used during normal operation.

III. TRANSMITTER DESIGN

It is desired to perform as much of the equalization as possible
at the RX, since the feedback equalizer is adaptive and does not
enhance high-frequency cross talk. The feedback equalizer is
capable of removing the postcursor ISI, but not the precursor
ISI. Consequently, the FF equalizer in the TX will be used solely
to mitigate the precursor ISI.

Fig. 5 shows the circuit detail of the TX. It consists of a data
rotator which aligns data for optimal timing at the serializer, two
4:1 serializers (one each for data and 1T delayed data), predriver,
and a CML 50- driver. The on-chip 50- termination is ca-
pable of being automatically trimmed at power-up to track an
external 3-k resistor and thereby remove any process varia-
tion of the polysilicon resistors. The 4-b parallel data from the

digital side comes in at 4T clock rate. The data rotator takes the
4-b parallel data and shifts each data bit by integer multiples
of T, to be aligned with the serializing clock edges as shown
in the timing diagram of Fig. 5. The data rotator uses the 4- ,
1T-spaced clocks to achieve this. As shown in the timing dia-
gram of Fig. 5, the 4:1 mux forms a 1T-wide pulse by combining
the rising edge and falling edge of two adjacent phases. The data
rotator realigns the 4T parallel data such that the 1T-wide sam-
pling pulse for each bit has a 2T setup time and a 1T hold time.

The serialization circuit consists of four pulsing circuits, with
each one active for a period of 1T, that sum currents at a re-
sistor (Fig. 5). Each leg ANDs the data with two adjacent clock
phases to produce a 1T data pulse that in turn drives the gate
of the NMOS current source. A data of “1” will pull a current
through the resistor while a “0” produces no current. This, when
combined with the other complementary data side, produces a
pseudodifferential CML signal to drive the predriver stage. Two
4:1 serializers are used to create two data streams that are de-
layed by 1T with respect to each other. The two data streams
drive a segmented pre-driver and driver stages to produce the TX
output at the pads. Depending on the pre-emphasis setting de-
sired, each predriver is switched to choose either the data or de-
layed data. For example, in Fig. 5, four segments of the predriver
and driver, each with a weight , , with ,
is shown. If segments 2 and 3 are chosen to select delayed data
while segments 1 and 4 are chosen to select the data, then output
of the TX, produces a de-emphasis waveform that is of the form

, where “1” denotes present
data and “ ” denotes delayed data. Type-II or Type-I de-em-
phasis can be achieved by simply swapping the data streams at
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Fig. 6. Rx uses a 4-� architecture with each slice operating at 4T clock rate. The blow-up of each slice shows the precalculate operation in the RX.

the output of the rotator. In this example, the waveform would
then be of the form . By digi-
tally choosing various combinations of mixing the weights, ,
as above, eight different de-emphasis settings in the range of
0%–36% are made possible.

IV. RECEIVER DESIGN

As the data slicer continues to make decisions every bit pe-
riod, T, the DFE filter processes the information to cancel ISI
from the present incoming symbol. In order to be able to cancel
ISI from the most recent bit from the present bit, the following
timing constraint has to be met (Fig. 1):

(1)

where is the clock to data delay of the slicer, and
is the delay of the DFE filter, and is the

setup time of the slicer. Meeting this constraint for operation
at 6.4 Gb/s ps in 0.13- m CMOS technology
may not be feasible or may require high-power dissipation. The
biggest bottleneck in meeting the timing constraint without a
precalculate feature is the large . A major portion of the
budget in (1) is used by the which includes the time to
amplify a small signal to CMOS levels. In order to ease the
constraint, a precalculate architecture [6] is adopted as shown

in Fig. 6. The ISI due to every possible combination of the
previous bit ( 1 in the case of binary NRZ) is first calculated
in parallel and the correct choice is made once the previous
data are known. This solves the critical path involving the first
tap, and the new critical path is pushed to the second tap of
the DFE. The new critical path now consists of the data signal
passing through the first slice and reaching the latch input of the
third slice within 2T. The speed of performing other operations
such as multiplexing or retiming large signals is much faster
than the delay of the slicer. Even though more steps are
taking place in the new architecture within a time of 2T, the
additional steps are fast leaving sufficient time for the slowest
step to complete with margin.

The RX uses a four-phase design where each slice operates
at a 4T rate. Unlike previous CDR architectures [3], [4] that
use 2X or 3X over sampling, a baud-rate sampling scheme is
used to capture the data (D) as well as generate an error signal
(E) from the center of the data eye for driving the timing, gain,
and coefficient adaptation loops [1]. Phase update in traditional
high-speed serial link design is performed by a “bang–bang”
timing loop [3]. This requires oversampling the received signal
by a factor of two relative to the transmit frequency. Typically,
two samples are taken, one at the center of the data eye and
one at the edge of the eye. In a DFE system, since a feedback
filter is equalizing the received signal between data samples, the
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Fig. 7. RX front-end circuit with ISI cancellation. The source-follower circuit follows the input signal and each leg of the current cancels ISI based on previously
received data.

signal in front of the edge sampler may not be settled within
the T/2 time. This may cause a data-dependent timing offset
and result in suboptimal performance. In this design, in order
to avoid the cost of over sampling, phase update is driven by
baud rate spaced samples. The phase update equation

(2)

has been shown to update to the center of a symmetric pulse
response [5]. This implementation uses a sign–sign version of
(2) and performs a majority vote every 4T on four consecutive
outputs of the update equation so that

(3)
A second-order timing loop was implemented to accommo-

date frequency offsets of up to 200 ppm without severely
impacting jitter tolerance performance [7], [8]. The frequency
update equation is given by

(4)

The sampling position is updated according to the following
equation each 4T:

(5)

where controls the bandwidth of the phase update and
determines the bandwidth of the frequency-offset update. These
are implemented in digital logic, which then drives a phase inter-
polator that has a T/64 resolution to obtain the recovered clock.
The interpolator uses the multiphase clocks from the CMU to
perform phase interpolation.

In a typical DFE system, an adaptive FF filter will control
the gain of the incoming signal such that the amplitude seen by
the ADC is constant (AGC action). Since the FF filter is now
placed at the TX and is not adapted, a “gain loop” adjusts the
size of the LSB in the 2-b data slicer. As the incoming amplitude
varies from channel to channel or due to TX amplitude settings,
the target internal to the RX, , changes until it reaches steady
state. As shown in Fig. 6, is the comparator threshold for the
2-b ADC. Large incoming amplitude will cause to be adapted
to a higher value and vice-versa. This can be represented by the
following equation:

(6)

where is the th sample of incoming signal , for
are the DFE filter coefficients, is the detected

data, and is the amplitude target (same as the slicer threshold
of the 2-b ADC shown in Fig. 6). The coefficient adaptation loop
(adjusts ) and the gain loop (adjusts ) all work together
to satisfy (6), at every sample. Fig. 7 shows the circuit detail
of how the ISI from four previous bits are subtracted from the
incoming data signal to determine the present bit. It consists of
a source follower with several legs of current sources controlled
by previously recovered data and the gate of the source follower
being driven by the input signal. The bias current in each leg is
controlled by adaptation loops and determine the magnitude of
coefficients, . The magnitude for each tap is determined by
the currents in each leg being drawn from the output impedance
of the source follower, . The source follower is operated in
the “small signal” regime by ensuring that even when maximum
ISI is cancelled, the follower circuit is still in the “linear” range.
Further, the amplitude of the incoming data signal at the RX
is restricted in range to keep the source follower in the linear
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Fig. 8. PLL schematic showing VCO delay cell and self-bias loop.

region. In the short channel case, this is done by reducing the
launch amplitude at the TX while in the long channel case the
channel losses are sufficient to attenuate the signal. The target
voltage, , is nominally set at 200 mV with the exact value
being set adaptively in the range of 100–300 mV depending
on the actual incoming voltage amplitude. If the input amplitude
is such that the needs to be set outside of this range, then the
performance will degrade due to suboptimal operation of the
loops. In the extreme case, when the amplitude is too large or
too small, the receiver will fail.

The feedback taps and target level must be properly set before
reliable reception of data can be achieved. This is accomplished
during an initialization period where the feedback and target
adaptation loops along with the timing loop are allowed to adapt
and settle. It is necessary, therefore, for the TX to transmit a
data pattern which the RX can use for adaptation. However, this
pattern is not constrained other than it be spectrally rich. Any
PRBS pattern such as a PRBS7 (or higher order) is sufficient
for this purpose. The initialization is accomplished in two steps.
First, the timing and target adaptation loops are activated while
the feedback adaptation loop remains off. This second-order
timing loop will track out the frequency offset and the phase
will lock. However, the phase will not lock to the ideal sam-
pling point if the pulse response is asymmetric due to the pres-
ence of postcursor ISI. In the next step, the feedback tap loop
is switched on as well. As the feedback taps adapt, postcursor
ISI is removed and the equalized pulse response becomes more
symmetric. As this happens, the selected phase moves toward to
the desired position. In order to minimize interaction between
the loops, it is important that the bandwidth of the coefficient
loop be significantly slower than that of the timing loop.

V. PLL DESIGN

The PLL generates multiphase clocks that are distributed
through a scalable clock tree to the RX and TX channels. Each
PLL is capable of driving up to eight channels of TX or RX. Fig. 8

shows a block diagram of the PLL with details of the VCO delay
stage and loop filter. The delay stage consists of two invertors
that are cross-coupled at the output with two weak invertors
(inset in Fig. 8). The cross-coupling helps to keep the two outputs
complementary. The supply voltage of the invertors is used as the
control voltage for the VCO. The four-stage ring VCO runs on
a regulated supply that is also the control voltage for the VCO.
A self-biased regulator is used to provide current to the VCO
while also serving to improve PSRR [2]. The regulator has a
low-pass characteristic [2] that acts as the 3rd pole in the PLL
loop to help remove high frequency noise on the control voltage.
The PLL uses self-bias techniques to track the bandwidth and
damping over PVT variations. This is simply achieved by letting
the damping resistor in the loop filter track the VCO delay and
the charge pump current track the VCO regulator current. The
damping resistor is formed by a pMOS transistor in the triode
region that is a scaled version of the pMOS in the delay cell. The
charge pump is biased using a copy of the current in the regulator.
A start-up circuit ensures that a minimum charge pump current
exists during power up until the self bias loop takes over and
drives it toward the optimum value. This lets the PLL natural
frequency be a fixed fraction of the , while the damping
factor is a fixed constant proportional to the ratio of capacitors
and ’s of transistors. A simplified analysis of the self-bias
loop is given below. Here it is assumed that the invertor delay
cell switches completely between the control voltage and
ground . Also, for simplicity, the threshold voltage of the
devices is assumed to be 0 V. The delay of one delay cell is
approximately given by

(7)

where is the load capacitance at each VCO node, and is
the equivalent resistor of the transistor in triode region. Substi-
tuting expressions for

(8)
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Fig. 9. Jitter tolerance plot of the RX with sinusoidal jitter added at the TX side. The test setup consists of TX transmitting across 30 of FR4 copper trace, two
backplane HmZd connectors, and 2 of cable.

we can get the expression for as

(9)

where is number of delay stages. The current through the
regulator can be given as

(10)

The charge pump current is a fraction of the VCO regulator
current, while the triode region damping transistor (shown in
Fig. 8) is a fraction of the delay cell transistor. Substituting
for the usual expressions for and of a second-order PLL, it
can be shown that

(11)

(12)

where is the feedback divider count and is the loop capac-
itor. From the above expression, it can be seen that to first order
the damping and natural frequency of the loop are independent
of PVT. In reality, there are still variations due to second-order
effects and due to the fact that some of our assumptions (such
as 0-V threshold) are not strictly valid. However, the variations
are still within 10%–15% over various conditions.

VI. RESULTS

The transceiver was fabricated as part of a test-chip in LSIs
0.13- m CMOS technology and packaged in a generic four-
layer flip-chip PBGA package. The test-chip consists of several
RX and TX channels sharing clocks driven by a PLL core. The
TX/RX channels are surrounded by random switching logic,
which emulates digital switching noise present in a real ASIC
environment. The experimental setup consists of 30 of FR4
copper trace, two backplane HmZd connectors, and 2 of cable.
The eye diagrams shown as inset in Fig. 9 are measured at
6.4-Gb/s operation close to TX and close to the RX, respectively.
The output of the TX shows a jitter of 41 ps (peak-to-peak) of
which the PLL jitter is about 26 ps (peak to peak) measured up
to accuracy. The remaining jitter includes phase mismatch

Fig. 10. RX input return loss plotted versus frequency. The TX return loss is
similar to the RX.

and other deterministic jitter components due to ISI from 5 of
FR4 trace on the evaluation board. It then traverses the back-
plane and the jitter adds with the ISI due to backplane losses to
close the eye at the RX by approximately 0.73UI (see the inset in
Fig. 9). The receiver blind-adapts the DFE taps to the channel
response based on a PRBS pattern, acquires timing phase and
frequency and operates error-free for over 24 h. At 6.4 Gb/s,
this translates to a BER of about . The RX jitter tol-
erance plot for the setup is also shown in Fig. 9. The plot shows
the frequency of the sinusoidal jitter added to the TX clock on
the -axis versus the extra jitter amplitude added at the jitter fre-
quency on the -axis. The sinusoidal jitter is added at the output
of TX PLL clock that is used to serialize the TX data. (The si-
nusoidal jitter is in addition to the already existing jitter com-
ponents that are present in the normal PLL output.) The plot
shows a high-frequency jitter tolerance of about 0.12UI and a
corner frequency of about 3 MHz. Fig. 10 shows the measured
RX return loss as a function of the frequency. The RX return
loss is better than 10 dB for frequencies up to 3.5 GHz. The
TX output return loss is similar to the RX measurement. The
TX calibration routine measures the phase offsets between mul-
tiphase clocks used at the TX and corrects them as described
earlier. The standard deviation of the TX eye widths before and
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Fig. 11. Microphotograph of test chip showing RX, TX, and PLL cores.

after calibration are 6 and 2 ps, respectively, as measured over
15 parts. Hence, the TX phase calibration helps to keep the duty
cycle distortion low at the output of the TX.

A microphotograph (taken with backside IR-OBIRCH) of the
test chip is shown in Fig. 11. The power dissipation under nom-
inal conditions (1.2 V, 25 C ambient) for a duplex channel

is approximately 310 mW. The TX
consumes about 100 mW, the RX about 200 mW, while the PLL
that can shared by up to four full duplex channels
consumes about 40 mW. The PLL (together with BiST, PLL2,
and calibration circuits) occupies 0.78 mm (600 m 1300

m), TX occupies 0.24 mm (200 m 1200 m), and RX
about 0.32 mm (200 m 1600 m), respectively. The mod-
ular design and layout of each block allows building subsystems
easily at the chip level.

VII. CONCLUSION

A high-speed serial link design using a programmable FF
filter at the TX and an adaptive four-tap DFE at the RX has been
demonstrated. The RX implements baud-rate sampling using a
2-b ADC to recover the data and generate error signal for the
adaptation of the DFE coefficients as well as acquire the phase of
the incoming data stream. A test chip implemented in 0.13- m
standard CMOS technology is shown to be fully functional and
meet all of the target specifications. The transceivers are also ca-
pable of half- and quarter-rate mode operation to support back-
ward compatibility.
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